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Abstract
There are more and more papers dealing with situations where probabilistic features occur together
with ordinary nondeterminism. Based on the PhD thesis by R. Tix [18], domain theoretical tools
for combining probability with nondeterminism were developed in [19]. A motivating situation was
the semantics of an imperative language with both probabilistic and nondeterministic choice as
considered by McIver and Morgan [9,10] for discrete state spaces. In [19] discrete state spaces are
replaced by arbitrary continuous domains. In this extended abstract we intend to show that the
theory can be extended to larger classes of spaces including in particular stably locally compact
state spaces. Proofs are mostly omitted. In dealing with domain theoretical versions of probabilities
and spaces of probabilities (and, more generally, spaces of measures), domain theoretical variants
of functional analytic concepts and tools like topological vector spaces, their topological duals and
Hahn-Banach type separation theorems have to be developed.
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1 Introduction
It is our intention to provide domain theoretical tools to deal with situations
where probabilistic features occur together with ordinary nondeterminism.
Based on the PhD thesis by R. Tix [18], domain theoretical tools for com-
bining probability with nondeterminism were developed in [19]. A motivating
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situation was the semantics of an imperative language with both probabilistic
and nondeterministic choice as considered by McIver and Morgan [9,10] for
discrete state spaces. In [19] discrete state spaces are replaced by arbitrary
continuous domains in the sense of, e.g., [4].
For a denotational model within domain theory of concurrent systems, sim-
ilar ideas have been developed by Mislove, Ouaknine and Worrell in [11,12] for
a probabilistic process algebra also both with probabilistic and purely nonde-
terministic choice. D. Varacca [20,21] has undertaken a subtle investigations
of a semantics for imperative languages taking in account schedulers that lead
him to slightly weaker notions than those considered in the other papers just
mentioned.
In this extended abstract we intend to show that the theory can be ex-
tended to larger classes of spaces including in particular stably locally compact
state spaces. We are indebted to G. Plotkin who has developed similar ideas
(see e.g. [13]).
It turned out that, dealing with domain theoretical versions of probabil-
ities and spaces of probabilities (and, more generally, spaces of measures), a
domain theoretical variant of functional analytic concepts and tools like topo-
logical vector spaces, their topological duals and Hahn-Banach type separation
theorems had to be developed. In [19] the underlying setting was domain the-
oretical in a strict sense: All spaces arose from directed complete partially
ordered sets (dcpos, for short) and continuous domains with their Scott topol-
ogy. In order to include more general state spaces and in particular arbitrary
stably locally compact spaces one has to extend the results to more general
topological setting including topologies that correspond to weak*topologies in
duals of topological vector spaces. Thus, our approach is basically topological
and not an order theoretical one. Nevertheles, often proofs are quite similar
to those in the strictly domain theoretical setting. They are mostly ommitted
in this extended abstract.
Notations. We denote by R+ the nonnegative reals with the usual linear
order, addition and multiplication. The letters r, s, t, . . . will always denote
nonegative reals. Further, R+ = R+ ∪ {+∞} denotes the nonnegative reals
extended by +∞. Order, addition and multiplication are extended to +∞ in
the usual way. In particular, we deﬁne 0 ·+∞ = 0.
2 Cones and ordered cones
We want to consider structures that are close to vector spaces but asymmetric
in the sense that elements do not have additive inverses. Accordingly, scalar
multiplication is restricted to nonnegative real numbers.
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Deﬁnition 2.1 A cone is deﬁned to be a commutative monoid C together
with a scalar multiplication by nonnegative real numbers satisfying the same
axioms as for vector spaces; that is, C is endowed with an addition (x, y) →
x + y:C × C → C which is associative, commutative and admits a neutral
element 0, and with a scalar multiplication (r, x) → r·x:R+×C → C satisfying
the followong axioms for all x, y ∈ C and all r, s ∈ R+:
r · (x + y) = r · x + r · y
(r + s) · x = r · x + s · x
(rs) · x = r · (s · x)
1 · x = x
0 · x = 0
An ordered cone is a cone C endowed with a partial order ≤ such that
addition and multiplication are order preserving, that is, for all x, y, z ∈ C
and all r, s ∈ R+,
x ≤ y and r ≤ s =⇒ x + z ≤ y + z and r · x ≤ s · y .
Cones may occur as subsets of real vector spaces: such a subset C is a
cone if it satisﬁes 0 ∈ C, a, b ∈ C ⇒ a + b ∈ C and a ∈ C, r ∈ R+ ⇒
ra ∈ C. Every direct product of (ordered) cones with pointwise addition and
scalar multiplication (and order) is again a(n ordered) cone. But unlike for
vector spaces, addition in cones need not satisfy the cancellation property, in
general, and cones need not be embeddable in vector spaces. For example R+
and its ﬁnite and inﬁnite powers R
n
+ and R
C
+ are ordered cones that are not
embeddable in vector spaces. Thus, our notion of a cone is more general than
that used in classical functional analysis. At the other hand, our concept of
an ordered cone is more restrictive as the one used in in functional analysis,
where our ordered cones would be called pointed ordered cones. In an ordered
cone C in our sense, one has a ≥ 0 for every element a. Indeed, as 0 < 1,
monotonicity of the scalar multiplication implies 0 = 0 · a ≤ 1 · a = a.
As in real vector spaces, there is a notion of convexity in cones. Because
of the possible existence of inﬁnite elements in cones, convex sets may look
unusual.
Deﬁnition 2.2 A subset A of a cone C is convex if, for all a, b ∈ A, the convex
combination ra + (1− r)b belongs to A for every real number 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
For nonempty subsets A and B of a cone we may deﬁne the sum and
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multiplication by scalars r ≥ 0 in the straightforward manner by
A + B = {a + b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B} , r · A = {ra | a ∈ A} , .
All the cone axioms are satisﬁed except for one: rA + sA need not be equal
to (r + s)A. This is illustrated by the example A = {0, 1} ⊆ R+, r = s = 1.
But:
Lemma 2.3 For a nonempty convex set A in a cone we have (r + s)A =
rA + sA for all r, s ∈ R+.
3 Topological cones
Recall that a topological vector space is a vector space endowed with a Haus-
dorﬀ topology in such a way that addition and scalar multiplication are jointly
continuous. The scalars are endowed with the usual (Hausdorﬀ) topology. For
cones we continue our programme by using asymmetric topologies. On R+
and R+ we primarily use the upper topology ν the only open sets for which
are the open intervals ]r,+∞] = {s | s > r}. This upper topology is T0 but
far from being Hausdorﬀ. If not speciﬁed otherwise, we will use this topology
on the (extended) reals.
If we endow R+ with the upper topology ν, for any topological space
X, there are less continuous functions f :R+ → X than functions which are
continuous with respect to the usual open interval topology λ on R+ . This
fact will have striking consequences for topological cones in our sense. At the
other hand, there are more continuous functions f :X → R than functions
which are continuous with respect to the usual topology λ. The functions
f :X → R which are continuous with respect to the upper topology on R+
are called lower semicontinuous in classical analysis. We shall adopt this
terminology also for this paper. 2
Any T0-space X comes with an intrinsic order, the specialisation order
which is deﬁned by x ≤ y if the closure of the singleton {y} contains x or,
equivalently, if every open set containing x also contains y. In the rest of
the paper, an order will always be the specialisation order of the space under
consideration. Open sets are upper set and closed sets are lower sets with
respect to the specialisation order. Upper sets are also called saturated. For
any subset A, we denote by sat(A) or alternatively by ↑A the the upper set
{b ∈ X | b ≥ a for some a ∈ A} generated by A; this set is also called the
2 It is somewhat unfortunate that those functions are lower semicontinuous which are
continuous with respect to the upper topology. But we do not want to deviate from the
terminology adopted in [4].
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saturation of A. It can also be characterised as the intersection of all open
sets containing A. In Hausdorﬀ spaces, the specialisation order is trivial. But
on R+ with the upper topology, the specialisation order is just the usual linear
order.
Deﬁnition 3.1 A topological cone is a cone C endowed with a T0-topology
such that addition and scalar multiplication are jointly continuous,
As for topological vector spaces, in topological cones multiplication x → rx
by a ﬁxed scalar r > 0 is a homeomorphism of C, multiplication by r−1 giving
the inverse map. Thus rU is open for every open set U , and rA is closed for
every closed set A.
As we use the upper topology on R+, the continuity of r → ra:R+ → C has
the dramatic consequence that the topology on C cannot satisfy the Hausdorﬀ
separation property: As continuous maps preserve the respective specialisation
orders, the map r → ra:R+ → C is order preserving, that is, the rays in
the cone are nontrivially ordered (exept for the singleton ray {0}), and the
topology is not Hausdorﬀ. As continuous maps between topological spaces
preserve the respective specialisation orders, a topological cone is an ordered
cone with respect to the specialisation order. The cone R+ and arbitrary
powers R
C
+ with the upper product topology are topological cones.
Deﬁnition 3.2 We say that the addition on C is almost open if ↑(U + V ) is
open in C for all open subsets U, V .
As for topological vector spaces, we have a notion of local convexity. But
there is an important modiﬁed notion of local convexity which does not make
much sense in the classical setting:
Deﬁnition 3.3 A topological cone C is called locally convex, if each point
has a neighbourhood basis of open convex neighbourhoods. It is called locally
convex-compact if each of its points has a neigbourhood basis of compact
convex sets.
Clearly, locally convex-compact implies locally compact. but not locally
convex, in general. A suﬃcient condition for the latter implication to hold is
the almost openness of addition which implies that the interior of a convex
set is open (see Lemma 3.5(b)).
In topological vector spaces, addition always is an open map. For cones
this would be an additional requirement. A somewhat weaker form will be
suﬃcient for our purposes:
Deﬁnition 3.4 We say that the addition on C is almost open if ↑(U + V ) is
open in C for all open subsets U, V .
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We now have the following properties:
Lemma 3.5 Let C be a topological cone.
(a) The closure of a convex set is convex. Hence, the closure of the convex
hull convA of any subset A is the smallest closed convex subset containing
A.
(b) If addition is almost open, the interior of every convex set is convex. If
the topology is locally convex, too, then the saturation of the convex hull
↑(convU) of any open set U is open. Thus, ↑(convU) is the smallest
open convex set containing U .
(c) The convex hull conv (
⋃n
i=1 Ki) of ﬁnitely many compact convex sets Ki
(i = 1, . . . , n) and its saturation are compact. In particular, the convex
hull of any ﬁnite subset and the saturation thereof are compact.
4 d-Cones: Directed complete partially ordered cones
This the place to connect our setting to the domain theoretical setting of
d-cones studied by Tix [18,17], Tix, Keimel and Plotkin [19] and Plotkin [13].
There, the basic notion is that of a directed complete partially ordered set
(dcpo, for short) , where a partially ordered set is called directed complete, if
every directed subset has a least upper bound. Every dcpo carries a canonical
topology, the Scott topology, the closed sets of which are lower sets that are
closed with respect to directed suprema. A function is Scott-continuous if and
only if it preserves the order and suprema of directed sets.
Deﬁnition 4.1 A directed complete partially ordered cone (a d-cone, for short)
is a cone with a directed complete partial order such that addition and scalar
multiplication are Scott-continuous in both arguments.
Unfortunately, a d-cone need not be a topological cone with respect to
the Scott-topology. The point is a subtle one: The product of two Scott
topologies need not be the Scott topology of the product; it may be coarser
(see [4, Exercise II-4.26]). Thus, addition need not be jointly continuous.
This annoying feature does not occur any more for continuous d-cones (see [4,
Theorem II-4.13]): A dcpo C is called continuous, if the way-below relation
 is approximating. Continuous d-cones are topological cones with respect
to their Scott topology.
It may be surprising that a topological cone C in our sense is always
compact; indeed, principal ﬁlters ↑x are always compact and C = ↑0. But
in the T0-setting compactness is a weak property. It does not imply local
compactness, in general. Therefore, the following lemma, the ﬁrst part of
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which has been observed by J. Lawson, is noteworthy:
Lemma 4.2 A continuous d-cone C is locally convex and locally convex-
compact.
Thus, our theory of locally convex topological cones will generalize the
theory of continuous d-cones developed in the papers cited above.
Deﬁnition 4.3 In a d-cone the way-below relation  is said to be additive,
if
x′  x and y′  y implyx′ + y′  x + y .
Lemma 4.4 If the relation  is additive in a continuous d-cone, then its
addition is almost open.
For a locally compact space X, the cone L(C) of lower semicontinuous
functionals is a continuous d-cone; its way-below relation is additive if and
only if X is locally stably compact, that is, if X is locally compact, sober and
if the intersection of any two of its compact saturated subsets is compact (see
[18], [19]).
5 Functionals and dual cones
The notions of sublinearity, superlinearity and linearity are deﬁned in the
obvious way:
Deﬁnition 5.1 Let C and D be cones. A function f :C → D is called linear,
if it is homogeneous and additive, that is, if
f(r · a) = r · f(a) for all a ∈ C and allr ∈ R+
and
f(a + b) = f(a) + f(b) for all a, b ∈ C .
If D is an ordered cone, f is called superadditive if
f(a + b) ≥ f(a) + f(b) for all a, b ∈ C .
and subadditive if
f(a + b) ≤ f(a) + f(b) for all a, b ∈ C .
We say that f is sublinear and superlinear, if f is subadditive and superaddi-
tive, respectively, and homogeneous.
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Maps from a cone C into R+ are called functionals. Note that they are
allowed to have the value +∞. It is clear now what we mean by sublinear,
superlinear and linear functionals.
For an ordered cone C, we denote by
M(C) the set of all order preserving functionals on C,
C ′ the set of all order preserving linear functionals,
C ′sub the set of all order preserving sublinear and functionals,
C ′sup the set of all order preserving superlinear functionals.
For a topological cone C, we denote by
L(C) the set of all lower semicontinuous functionals on C,
C∗ the set of all lower semicontinuous linear functionals,
C∗sub the set of all lower semicontinuous sublinear functionals,
C∗sup the set of all lower semicontinuous superlinear functionals.
Under pointwise deﬁned addition and multiplication by nonnegative scalars
and pointwise order, all of the sets just deﬁned are pointed ordered cones. The
constant zero functional is the smallest element and the functional having the
value +∞ everywhere except at 0 is the greatest element.
We may endow all the cones of functionals deﬁned above with the upper
weak*topology, that is, the weakest topology such that, for every x ∈ C, the
point evaluation f → f(x) becomes lower semicontinuous. This topology is
generated by the subbasic open sets
W ∗x,r = {f | f(x) > r}, x ∈ D, r ∈ R+ .
In fact, we may consider all cones of functionals above as subcones of the
product cone R
C
+ , and the upper weak*topology is just the topology induced
from the the product topology on R
C
+ arising from the upper topology ν on
R+.
With respect to the upper weak*topology, all the cones of functionals above
are topological cones; they are locally convex, as the subbasic open sets W ∗x,r
are convex. The pointwise deﬁned order coincides with the specialisation or-
der. We will always endow cones of functionals with this upper weak*topology.
Deﬁnition 5.2 The ordered cone C ′ of all order preserving linear functional
on a pointed ordered cone C is called the order dual of C. For a topological
cone C, the cone C∗ of all lower semicontinuous linear functionals endowed
with the upper weak*topology is called the topological dual of C, or simply
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the dual cone.
It is easy to verify that the pointwise deﬁned supremum of any family of
order preserving, lower semicontinuous, sublinear functionals is again order
preserving, lower semicontinuous, sublinear, respectively. The properties of
being superlinear and linear are preserved by directed suprema, only. More-
over, the pointwise meet of two order preserving (lower semicontinuous) su-
perlinear functionals is again such. We conlude:
Proposition 5.3 For any topological cone C, the cones M(C), L(C), C ′sup,
C∗sup, C
′
sub, C
∗
sub, C
′ and C∗ with the upper weak*topology are locally convex
topological cones. Moreover, they are d-cones with respect to the pointwise
order. C ′sup and C
∗
sup are topological ∧-semilattices, and C
′
sub and C
∗
sub are
topological ∨-semilattices.
For any topological cone C, we may form its double dual C∗∗. As for
vector spaces, there is a canonical map x → x∗∗:C → C∗∗ deﬁned by x∗∗(f) =
f(x) for every f ∈ C∗. This map is linear and continuous, if we endow C∗∗
with its lower weak*topology. This map is injective if and only if the lower
semicontinuous linear functionals separate the points of C. In Theorem 9 we
will see that this is the case for locally convex cones. The map x → x∗∗ is a
topological embedding if and only if the topology on C equals the upper weak
topology which is the weakest topology on C such that all f ∈ C∗ become
lower semicontinuous; the sets
Wf,r = {x ∈ C | f(x) > r}, f ∈ C
∗, r ∈ R+ ,
form a subbasis for this upper weak topology. We will say that C is a reﬂexive
topological cone, if the map x → x∗∗ is an isomorphism (both algebraically
and topologically).
Some important instances of reﬂexive topological cones are known. Firstly,
the cone L(X) of all lower semicontinuous functionals on a topological space
X, and its dual cone, the extended probabilistic powerdomain V(X) (see Tix
[16]). Secondly, the cone of all nonegative hyperharmonic functions on an
open subset of Rn with the Scott topology and its dual (see [14,3]). Thirdly,
the round ideal completions of a standard H-cone in the sense of [3] (see Rauch
[14]).
We would like to remark that, for any continuous domain X, the Scott
topology on the continuous d-cone L(X) coincides with the upper weak topol-
ogy, and that the Scott topology on the dual cone V(X) coincides with the
upper weak*topology. This has been observed by Kirch [8] who was the ﬁrst
to suggest the upper weak*topology as the right topology to consider on dual
cones when one want to generalise away from continuous domains X.
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6 Compactness of dual cones
With the upper topology, R+ is a topological cone and, with respect to the
usual linear order, a continuous d-cone. The upper topology equals the Scott
topology. The complementary lower topology ω has as open sets the intervals
[0, r[. The usual interval topology, which is generated by the upper and the
lower topology, is denoted by λ. It coincides with the Lawson topology.
More generally, every partially ordered set X has an upper topology ν and
a lower topology ω. These topologies are generated by the sets
↓a = {x ∈ X | x ≤ a} and ↑a = {x ∈ X | x ≥ a}
as subbasic closed sets, respectively. The interval topology λ is generated
by the upper and the lower topology. For completely distributive lattices, the
Scott topology coincides with he upper topology, the dual Scott topology with
the lower toplogy, and the Lawson topology with the interval topology.
Let C be any set. The product cone R
C
+ of all functions f :C → R+ with
the pointwise order is a continuous d-cone, too, even a completely distributive
lattice. The upper topology on R+ yields a product topology on R
C
+ which
coincides with the upper topology and hence with the Scott topology on R
C
+ .
The usual Hausdorﬀ topology λ on R+ yields a product topology on R
C
+ which
coincides with the interval topology and, hence, with the Lawson topology on
R
C
+ , which we also denote by λ.
Let C be an ordered set. As the pointwise supremum and the pointwise
inﬁmum of any family of order preserving functions f :C → R+ is again or-
der preserving, the cone M(C) of all order preserving functionals on C is a
complete sublattice of R
C
+ . Hence, it is also a continuous d-cone, even a com-
pletely distributive lattice. The restriction of ν and λ toM(C) yield the Scott
topology (= the upper topology) and the Lawson topology of the continuous
d-cone M(C), respectively.
The following lemma is standard:
Lemma 6.1 For an ordered cone C, the cones C ′, C ′sub and C
′
sup of order
preserving linear, sublinear and superlinear functionals, respectively, are λ-
closed in M(C).
For every compact ordered space with a topology λ, the λ-open upper sets
form a stably compact topology σ. The λ-closed upper sets are precisely the
σ-compact saturated sets, that is, the closed sets for the cocompact topology.
Moreover, a λ-closed subset of a compact ordered space is again a compact
ordered space. The stably compact topology of the open upper sets of the
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subspace is the subspace topology induced by σ.
As the upper weak*topology deﬁned in the previous section on our cones
is nothing but the upper topology ν above, the preceding lemma implies that
the cones C ′, C ′sub and C
′
sup are stably upper weak*compact.
Now suppose C to be a topological space with its specialisation order.
As lower semicontinuous functions are order preserving, the cone L(C) of all
lower semicontinuous functions f :C → R+ is a subcone of M(C). As the
pointwise supremum of any family of lower semicontinuous functions is again
lower semicontinuous, L(C) is a complete lattice, too. For every g ∈ M(C)
there is a greatest function gˇ ∈ L(C) below g, called the lower semicontinuous
envelope of g. It is well-known that for every function g:C → R+, the lower
semicontinuous envelope is given by
gˇ(x) = lim inf g(Ux) = sup{r ∈ R | ∃U ∈ Ux . r < g(u) for all u ∈ U}
where Ux denotes the collection of all open neighbourhoods of x ∈ C. When
C is a continuous domain with its Scott topology and if g is order preserving,
the formula above simpliﬁes to
gˇ(x) = sup{g(y) | y  x} .
Assigning to every g ∈ M(C) its lower semicontinuous envelope gˇ yields
a projection operator Ψ:M(C) → M(C). That is, we have (1) f ≤ g ⇒
Ψ(f) ≤ Ψ(g), (2) Ψ(f) ≤ f for all f ∈M(C) and (3) Ψ ◦Ψ = Ψ. The image
of Ψ is L(C).
Lemma 6.2 If C is a continuous domain, then the map Ψ:M(C) →M(C)
is a linear projection operator preserving arbitrary suprema and ﬁnite inﬁma.
We continue with the hypothesis that C is a continuous domain. As Ψ
preserves suprema, it is continuous with respect to the upper topology. Thus,
the upper topology of the image L(C) is induced by the upper topology of
M(C). Considered as a map fromM(C) onto L(C), Ψ also preserves inﬁma.
We conclude that L(C) is a completely distributive lattice, too, and that Ψ
is also continuous with respect to the lower topologies on M(C) and L(C),
respectively. The Lawson topology λ∗ on L(C) is the quotient of the Lawson
topology λ on M(C) under the map Ψ. We have more:
Proposition 6.3 For a continuous domain C, the cone L(C) of all lower
semicontinuous functions f :C → R+ has the following properties:
1. L(C) is a completely distributiive lattice, hence, a continuous lattice.
2. The Scott topology coincides with the upper topology, the Lawson topology
with the interval topology.
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3. With respect to the upper topology, L(C) is a locally convex, locally convex-
compact topological cone, and there is a basis of convex closed sets for the
upper closed sets.
4. The lower topology is locally convex and locally compact-convex and there is
a basis of convex closed sets for the lower closed sets.
5. The Lawson topology has a basis of open sets which are convex and order-
convex.
6. Addition is not only upper continuous, but also lower continuous and Lawson-
continuous.
7. If C is stably locally compact, then the way-below relation is additive on
L(C).
For the compactness properties of the cones of lower semicontinuous func-
tionals, the following properties are crucial. The ﬁrst one occurs implicitly in
[17] for d-cones. The generalisations are essentially due to G. Plotkin.
Lemma 6.4 Let C be a topological cone and let g:C → R+ be any function.
(a) If g is homogeneous, then gˇ is homogeneous.
(b) If g is subadditive, then gˇ is subadditive.
(c) If g is superadditive and order preserving and if addition is almost open,
then gˇ is superadditive.
We now suppose that C is a continuous d-cone. From Lemma 6.4 we know
that the projection Ψ maps the cones C ′, C ′sub and C
′
sup into themselves, the
latter two only under the additional hypothesis that the relation is additive
on C. These cones are stably ν-compact. The image of a stably compact space
under a continuous projection is stably compact again (see e.g. [2]). It follows
that, the cones C∗, C∗sub and C
∗
sup are also stably ν-compact. Moreover, they
are λ∗-closed in L(C), as the topology λ∗ on L(C) is the quotient of the
topology λ on M(C) under the map Ψ.
The Lawson topology λ∗ on L(C) is generated by the Scott topology (which
coincides with the upper topology ν in this case) and the lower topology ω,
the subbasic closed sets of which are the principal ﬁlters ↑f = {g ∈ L(C) |
f ≤ g}, f ∈ L(C). We may restrict ourselves to functions f of the form
r · χU , where r > 0 and U is an open subset of C and where χU denotes
the characteristic function of U . (This follows from the fact that every f ∈
L(C) is the sup of a directed family of simple functions which are ﬁnite linear
combinations
∑
i rixUi .) Thus our subbasic lower-closed sets can be restricted
to the following:
↑(r · ξU) = {g ∈ L(C) | g(x) ≥ r for all x ∈ U} , r ∈ R+, U Scott-open in C .
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If D denotes any of the cones C∗, C∗sup and C
∗
sub, we claim: For the upper
weak*topology, every neighbourhood of an h ∈ D contains an open convex
as well as a compact convex saturated neighbourhood. Indeed, for the Scott
topology ν on L(C), every h has a neighborhood basis of open neighbourhoods
of the form f = {g ∈ L(C) | f  g} and of compact neighbourhoods of the
form ↑f . Both of these types of neigbourhoods are convex (in the case of f
one uses the additivity of  on C). We conclude that both the sets f ∩ D
and the sets ↑f ∩ D with f  h and f ∈ L(C) form a basis for the upper
weak*neighborhoods of an h ∈ D. The ﬁrst neighborhood basis consists of
sets that are convex and open, the second neighborhood basis of sets that are
compact saturated and convex in D.
We have the following result complementing Plotkin’s Banach-Alaoglu
Theorem [13]. The topology characterising the cocompact topology in (3)
is Plotkin’s open lower topology.
Theorem 6.5 Let C be a continuous d-cone in which the relation  is addi-
tive. Let D denote any of the cones C∗sub, C
∗
sup and C
∗ of lower semicontinuous
sublinear, superlinear and linear functionals, respectively.
1. For the upper weak*topology, D is a stably compact, locally convex, locally
convex-compact cone.
2. The cocompact topology on D is locally convex and locally convex-compact.
3. The cocompact topology has the following subbasis for its closed sets:
↑(r ·ξU)∩D = {g ∈ D | g(u) ≥ r for all u ∈ U} , r ∈ R+, U Scott-open in C
4. The closed sets both of the upper weak*topology and of the cocompact topol-
ogy have a basis of closed convex sets.
5. Addition in D is continuous also for the cocompact topology and for the
patch topology λ∗.
6. If C is stably locally compact, then addition is almost upper weak*open on
D.
Example 6.6 We come to our main example: The hypotheses of this theorem
are atisﬁed for the cone C = L(X) of all lower semicontinuous functions
f :X → R+ whenever X is a stably locally compact space (see [19]).
The dual cone L(X)∗ can be identiﬁed via the Riesz Representation Theo-
rem (see [16]) with the cone V(X) of all continuous valuations on X which are
the domain theoretical counterpart of positive Borel measures and which have
been extensively studied by C. Jones [5]. The stable compactness of V(X) for
stably compact X has already been proved in [2] by similar methods.
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7 Minkowski functionals
Let C be a topological cone. The order on C is always meant to be the
specialisation order. Adapting a notion from vector spaces we say:
Deﬁnition 7.1 A subset A of C is radial if 0 ∈ A and if a ∈ A implies
ra ∈ A for every scalar r with 0 < r < 1. For such a radial set A we deﬁne
its Minkowski functional FA:C → R+ by
FA(x) = inf{r > 0 | x ∈ rA} .
It is understood that FA(x) = +∞, if x ∈ rA for all r ∈ R+.
Minkowski functionals have been considered by Plotkin [13] for d-cones.
Most results carry over to topological cones. Let us discuss this Minkowski
functional of a radial set A. Consider any element x in the cone C. The set
{r > 0 | x ∈ rA} is an upper set, and its complement {r > 0 | x ∈ rA} is the
complementary lower set in R>0. For the element
r0 = FA(x) = inf{r > 0 | x ∈ rA} = sup{r > 0 | x ∈ rA} ∈ R+
one has
(1) r > r0 ⇒ x ∈ rA ⇒ r ≥ r0
(2). r < r0 ⇒ x ∈ rA ⇒ r ≤ r0
Lemma 7.2 FA is homogeneous; moreover, FA ≥ FB whenever A and B are
radial sets with A ⊆ B.
We observe that a closed subset of C is a lower set (for the specialisation
order). Thus it is nonempty if and only if it contains 0.
Lemma 7.3 If A is a nonempty closed set, then A is radial, its Minkowski
functional FA is lower semicontinuous and A = {x ∈ C | FA(x) ≤ 1}
Applying the Lemma in the case A = ↓x yields that, for every family of real
numbers (ri)i such that inf i ri > 0, infi(ri ·x) exists and (infi ri)·x = infi(ri ·x).
Conversely, for every lower semicontinuous homogeneous functional F :C →
R+, let
AF = {x ∈ C | F (x) ≤ 1} .
Lemma 7.4 AF is a nonempty closed subset of C and F is the Minkowski
functional associated with AF . Moreover, AF1 ⊇ AF2 whenever F1 ≤ F2.
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The two preeceding lemmas yield:
Proposition 7.5 Associating to every nonempty closed subset of C its Min-
kowski functional establishes an order anti-isomorphism between the set of all
homogeneous lower semicontinuous functionals F :C → R+ and the set of all
nonempty closed subsets of C ordered by inclusion.
Turning to the open subsets of C we obtain:
Proposition 7.6 Associating to every proper open subset U of C the Minkow-
ski functional of its complement A = C \ U establishes an order isomorphism
beween the set of all homogeneous continuous functionals on C and the set of
all proper open subsets of C ordered by inclusion.
We now turn to linearity properties of the Minkowski functional.
Lemma 7.7 For a nonempty closed subset A of C, the Minkowski functional
FA is sublinear if and only if A is convex. It is superlinear if and only if the
open complement U = C \ A is convex.
From the preceding lemma 7.7 and Proposition 7.5 we conclude:
Proposition 7.8 Assigning its Minkowski functional FA to every nonempty
closed subset A of C induces an order anti-isomorphism between the set of
nonempty closed convex subsets (ordered by inclusion) and the set of lower
semicontinuous sublinear functionals on C. Likewise, it induces an order iso-
morphism between the set Oc(C) of proper open convex subsets and the set of
lower semicontinuous superlinear functionals on C.
8 A Sandwich Theorem
We quote a sandwich theorem due to W. Roth (see [15], Theorem 2.6) for
ordered cones:
Theorem 8.1 Let C be an ordered cone. Let p:C → R+ be sublinear and
q:C → R+ superlinear and order preserving. If q ≤ p, then there exists an
order-preserving linear functional Λ:C → R+ such that q ≤ Λ ≤ p.
Indeed, among the order preserving sublinear functionals f :C → R+ such
that q ≤ f ≤ p there are minimal ones, and each of those is linear.
We are now ready for a topological version of this Sandwich Theorem.
Theorem 8.2 (Sandwich Theorem) Let C be a topological cone. Let q:C
→ R+ be superlinear and lower semicontinuous and let p:C → R+ be sub-
linear. If q ≤ p, then there is a lower semicontinuous linear functional
Λ:C → R+ such that q ≤ Λ ≤ p.
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Proof. We can apply Roth’s sandwich theorem 8.1 to our situation with the
specialisation order on C. As q is lower semicontinuous, it preserves the spe-
cialisation order, and as q ≤ p, the hypotheses of Roth’s sandwich theorem are
satisﬁed. Thus, there is a linear functional Λ such that q ≤ Λ ≤ p. Moreover,
Λ can be chosen to be minimal in the set X of all sublinear maps s:C → R+
with q ≤ s ≤ p.
We now show that Λ is lower semicontinuous. As q ≤ Λ and as q is lower
semicontinuous, the lower semicontinuous envelope Λˇ of Λ satisﬁes q ≤ Λˇ ≤ Λ.
Lemma 6.4(a),(b) implies that Λˇ is sublinear, too. The minimality property
of Λ now implies Λ = Λˇ, that is, Λ is lower semicontinuous. 
Corollary 8.3 Every lower semicontinuous superlinear functional q on a topo-
logical cone C is the pointwise inf of lower semicontinuous linear functionals;
more precisely,
q(a) = min{Λ(a) | q ≤ Λ ∈ C∗} for every a ∈ C .
Corollary 8.4 Every lower semicontinuous sublinear functional p on a locally
convex topological cone C is the pointwise sup of lower semicontinuous linear
functionals; more precisely,
p(a) = sup{Λ(a) | Λ ≤ p,Λ ∈ C∗} for every a ∈ C .
9 A Separation Theorem
We now turn to a geometric version of the Hahn-Banach theorem for cones.
Theorem 9.1 (Separation Theorem) In a topological cone C consider a
nonempty convex subset A and an open convex subset U . If A and U are
disjoint, then there exists a lower semicontinuous linear functional Λ:C → R+
such that Λ(a) ≤ 1 < Λ(b) for all a ∈ A and all b ∈ U .
Proof. By Lemma 3.5(a), the closure of A is also convex, and still disjoint
from the open set U . Thus, we may suppose A to be closed. In order to apply
the Sandwich Theorem 8.2, let q be the Minkowski functional of B = C\U and
p the Minkowski functional of A. As A ⊆ B, we have q ≤ p. By Lemma 7.7,
q is superlinear, p is sublinear and both are lower semicontinuous. Now, we
apply the Sandwich Theorem to get a linear lower semicontinuous functional
Λ with q ≤ Λ ≤ p. Since a ∈ A implies p(a) ≤ 1 and as b ∈ U imples q(b) > 1,
we have
Λ(a) ≤ p(a) ≤ 1 < q(b) ≤ Λ(b),
for all a ∈ A and all b ∈ U . 
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The Separation Theorem, which we just proved, implies that the lower
semicontinuous linear functionals separate the points of a locally convex topo-
logical cone:
Corollary 9.2 For elements a, b in a locally convex topological cone C with
a ≥ b, there is a linear lower semicontinuous functional Λ:C → R+ such that
Λ(a) < Λ(b).
Corollary 9.3 For every open convex set U in a toplogical cone C and every
element a ∈ C not contained in U , there is a lower semicontinuous linear
functional Λ such that Λ(a) ≤ 1 but Λ(b) > 1 for all b ∈ U
Corollary 9.4 Let B be a locally convex topological cone. For every nonempty
closed convex subset A and every b ∈ C not contained in A, there is a lower
semicontinuous linear functional Λ such that Λ(a) ≤ 1 for every a ∈ A but
Λ(b) > 1.
10 A Strict Separation Theorem
We now present another Hahn-Banach type separation theorem of a geometric
ﬂavour and some of its consequences. For continuous d-cones, this theorem is
due to G. D. Plotkin (see [19]). Here we use the basic idea of his proof in a
more conceptual setting. We begin with a quite special situation.
Lemma 10.1 Let K be a compact convex subset of the cone R
n
+. Then every
open neighbourhood of K contains a convex open neigbourhood of K.
Proposition 10.2 Let C be a locally convex topologial cone. Suppose that K
is a compact convex set and that A is a nonempty closed convex set disjoint
from K. Then they can be separated by a convex open set; that is, there is a
convex open set V including K and disjoint from A.
Proof. Consider an element v of K. As v is not in A, by Corollary 9.4 of the
separation theorem, there is a lower semicontinuous linear functional g such
that g(v) > 1 and g(y) ≤ 1 for all y in A . So
Ug := {x | g(x) > 1}
is an open set containing v. As K is compact we can cover it by a ﬁnite
collection Ug1 , . . . , Ugn of such open sets. The map g :C → R
n
+ deﬁned by:
g(x) = (g1(x), . . . , gn(x))
is linear and continuous. So we have that g(A) ⊂ ↓1, where 1 is the point in
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R
n
+ with all coordinates 1, and g(K) is compact, convex, and disjoint from ↓1
(any x in K is in some Ugi, so gi(x) > 1, and we have that g(x) ≤ 1).
Lemma 10.1 now yields an open convex set V containing g(K) disjoint
from ↓1 and hence from g(A). The preimage of V under g is an open convex
subset U of C containing K and disjoint from A. 
Corollary 10.3 In a locally convex topological cone, every compact convex
saturated set is the intersection of its open convex neighborhoods.
Theorem 10.4 (Strict Separation Theorem) Let C be a locally convex
topological cone. Suppose that K is a compact convex set and that A is a
nonempty closed convex set disjoint from A. Then there is a lower semicon-
tinuous linear function al f and an r > 1 such that f(b) ≥ r > 1 ≥ f(a) for
all b in K and all a in A.
Proof. By Proposition 10.2 there is an open convex set U disjoint from A. By
the Separation Theorem 9.1, we ﬁnd a lower semicontinuous linear functional
f such that f(a) ≤ 1 for all a ∈ A and f(b) > 1 for all b ∈ U , whence, for all
b ∈ K. Every lower semicontinuous functional has a minumum value on the
compact set K. Thus, there is an r > 1 such that f(b) ≥ r for all b ∈ K. 
We now have the following strong local convexity properties. The idea for
the proof is due to A Jung:
Proposition 10.5 Let C be a locally convex, locally convex-compact topolog-
ical cone the topology of which is sober. Then every compact convex saturated
subset Q has a neighbourhood basis of compact convex neighbourhoods and a
neigbourhood basis of open convex neighbourhoods.
Proof. Let U be any convex neighborhood ofQ. By local convex-compactness
and Lemma 3.5(c), we may ﬁnd a compact convex neighbourhood K of Q con-
tained in U . By Corollary 10.3, Q is the intersection of the convex open sets
containing it. Hence, Q is the intersection of its compact convex neighbour-
hoods. The family of compact convex neighbourhoods of Q is ﬁltered: If
K1 and K2 are two compact convex neighbourhoods of Q, their intersection
K1 ∩K2 is also a convex neighborhood of Q which, by the above, contains a
compact convex neighborhood of Q.
Let U be any open set containing Q. The statement at the end of the
previous paragraph and the Hofmann-Mislove theorem (see [4], p. 147) imply
that Q has a compact convex saturated neigbourhood K1 contained in U .
(This proves already the ﬁrst claim of our Proposition.) For the same reason,
K1 has a compact convex saturated neighbourhood K2 contained in U . By
induction we obtain an increasing sequence of compact convex saturated sets
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Kn contained in U such that Kn is in the interior of Kn+1. It follows that
V =
⋃
n Kn is an open convex neighbourhood of Q contained in U which
establishes the second claim. 
As a continuous d-cone satisﬁes the hypotheses of the previous proposition,
we obtain [19, Corollary 3.13]:
Corollary 10.6 Every compact saturated convex set Q in a continuous d-cone
C has a neighbourhood basis of compact saturated convex neighbourhoods and
a neigbourhood basis of open convex neighbourhoods.
In this corollary, the compact convex neighborhoods can be chosen to be
of the form ↑ convF for a ﬁnite set F .
11 The Convex Upper Powercone
The upper convex powerdomain is a variant of the usual upper powerdomain
which is also known under the name of Smyth powerdomain.
For a topological cone C we consider the collection S(C) of all nonempty
compact convex saturated subsets ordered by reverse inclusion ⊇. The proof
of the following theorem requires most of the tools that we have developed
before.
Theorem 11.1 Let C be a sober topological cone. Then S(C) with addition
and scalar multiplication deﬁned by
+ :S(C)× S(C)→ S(C), P +Q := ↑(P + Q)
· :R+ × S(C)→ S(C), r· P := ↑(r · P )
is a d-cone with respect to the order of reverse inclusion called the convex
upper powercone (also convex Smyth powercone). Moreover, binary inﬁma
exist in S(C). They are given by
P ∧Q = ↑ conv(P ∪Q)
and satisfy the following distributivity laws:
P +(Q ∧R) = (P +Q) ∧ (P +R)
r· (P ∧Q) = (r· P ) ∧ (r· Q)
If the cone C is locally convex and locally convex-compact, then S(C) is a
continuous d-cone. If the addition on C is almost open, then the way-below
relation on S(C) is additive. If C is stably compact, then S(C) is a continuous
lattice, hence stably compact, too.
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Of course, the other standard powerdomain constructions, the lower pow-
erdomain (also known under the name of the Hoare powerdomain) and the
order-convex powerdomain (also known as the Plotkin powerdomain) can also
be adapted to the setting of cones.
These new powerdomain construction can be applied in particular to the
probabilistic powerdomain V(X) over a locally stably compact space X. The
result is a powerdomain combining probability and nondeterminism in a way
that is appropriate for semantics. The case, where X is a continuous domain
with its Scott topology, has been treated in [19]. Here we have prepared the
tools for generalizing to stably compact base spaces X.
Some open problems
1. What are necessary and/or suﬃcient conditions for a topological cone to be
reﬂexive?
2. For which continuous d-cones, is the dual cone C∗ also a continuous d-cone?
3. Under which conditions are there (suﬃciently many) patch-continuous lin-
ear functionals on a topological cone?
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